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Let's have a look at Sky Private! There are hundreds upon hundreds of xxx cam sites out there that let you watch sexy
girls strip, masturbate, and dance for you on command. Not many of them offer much outside of the usual model of how
these sites tend to operate, though: you click into a girl’s room, watch her alongside hundreds of other dudes, tip to
encourage her to show more, and then pay a certain number of coins in order to enter into a private show with her. As
porn addicts, I’m sure you know the drill.

 

It is rare, however, that a site comes along and really changes the game. I mean in a significant way. When the Lovense
Lush was invented, for example, that was a serious game-changer for the entire camming industry. Camming sites left
and right started quickly adapting their features to fit around the little pink Bluetooth controlled sex toy.

 

Now viewers from all around the world can control the way their girl was being pleasured, and it is done at the viewers’
own hand. Pretty fucking awesome, right? I can’t say that there have been any big changes to the online xxx camming
industry since. Until now.

 

Introducing SkyPrivate.com: an adult camming model site that operates solely via Skype bongacams shows. No more
sitting in line with a bunch of other dudes who are jacking off and tipping, waiting to go private with her. With
SkyPrivate, you go private from the start. Once you create an account and load it with at least $25 in funds, you can
begin choosing from the enormous list of girls SkyPrivate has available.

 

 

Tons of Sexy Girls in Control

Girls on Sky Private set their own price per minute. And they can choose anything between $1 per minute and $12 per
minute. Just a quick note: it doesn’t appear as if the $12 a minute models have trans a whole lot more to offer (other
than maybe oversized egos). Some of the pricier girls are insanely hot, sure, but, then again, so are some of the
$1/minute girls. Don’t be duped!

 

 

Speaking of hot chicks … holy fuck, SkyPrivate has so many of them. Seriously, like a much higher ratio of extremely
hot to average looking chicks than I have seen on any other camming platform in my life. This must be the allure of
Skyprivate’s model-oriented way of doing business; putting the lady in control of her own prices, rules, limitations,
niche kinks, etc.
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In addition to having the hottest chicks, SkyPrivate is also going to have more experiences cam girls than many other
sites. It would make sense that a girl might not be as privy to the benefits of a service like SkyPrivate over a more
traditional cam site had she never worked as a cam girl before. Although I did come across a few rookies here and there,
the overwhelming majority of the girls on SkyPrivate seemed to know what they were doing.

 

That’s another aspect of this site that sets it apart from other sites dedicated to adult cam shows. Each model lists
everything she’s into right on her profile. This means that us horny dickheads have to browse with a little more
discernment, we have to find a girl whose interests match our own, as opposed to just finding some random slut’s cam
room and assuming that she’ll be into what we are. I like this because, not only does it provide you with a better
experience (if you’re really into ddlg, for example, and she is too, chances are you’ll enjoy it more because her
enjoyment will be genuine and thus will put on a better show for you), but it helps the models out too.

 

Now she does not have to worry about being harassed by some random loser telling her to call him daddy if she doesn’t
want that. With the way SkyPrivate works (you have to reach out to start a conversation on Skype before you see
anything) she can simply choose not to accept a chat from someone if she is not interested or if some asshole porn
addict such as yourself comes at her incorrectly.

 

 

From Registration to Ejaculation

Let’s go through the process, from signing up for SkyPrivate to finding a girl and enjoying a show. So, basically, you’ll
go to skyprivate.com. Immediately, the site will make it clear to you exactly how it works in a simple 3-step
instructional statement. So, you create an account because, obviously, this site looks fucking awesome (not to mention
you are a horny, dirty old man with too much time on his hands [and, soon, cum as well]).

 

 

Then, you’ll load up some funds and start browsing. The members’ area might be a little confusing at first. You won’t
automatically be led to an infinite gallery of live girls like you would be on other cam sites. Instead, you’ll find a user
dashboard that tracks your use of the site. Easily view your account balance, video call history, and payments made.
They even provide you with charts to help track your activity.

 

I don’t know about you, but numbers make me soft. To the left of the dashboard page is a clear-cut and easy to use
menu bar. Choose from Dashboard, Payments, History, Calendar (lets you track bookings), Store, Settings, Messages,
Promote (apply vouchers if you have any), See Model Profiles, and Support. Below the menu bar are a few thumbnails
of models currently online. I found that I had better luck, though, just clicking See Model Profiles to be brought to a
complete list of all the girls available.

 

Once you are at the Browse page, you can either check girls out via category or use the site’s “filter models” option,
which is pretty decent. Choose either Women, Men, Couples, Trans (or any combination of the four); select an age
range (18 - 60); filter by price per minute ($1 - $12); select only models with a store, only models that have preview
videos, or only models who are currently online; choose a language (English, French, German, Spanish); and type in as
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many keywords as you like.

 

Once you have your filtration settings down to your most precisely freaky desires, you can choose to either reset filters
(get freakily specific with a completely different kink and age-range), or save it as your default, which is such a
convenient option for someone like me who knows what he likes and likes what he knows.

 

Below the thumbnails that appear for your search, you have a list of categories to choose from: Regular, BDSM / Fetish,
Girlfriend Experience, Non-Adult (people looking for cleaner Skype chat I think?), Jock Men, and Porn Star.

 

When you click on a girl’s profile, it has tons of information, including her interests, stats, price, Skype username, the
option to message her (this will open Skype), videos (if she has any), what she’s into, a bio, and additional pics (most
girls have a good amount so that you can make an informed decision). You can also “favorite” models, allowing you to
be notified when the best girls are online.

 

In addition to all of these awesome features, you can also choose a time to schedule a show with a girl should she be
offline at the time you are browsing. You propose a date (and a length) and she can either accept or reject your proposal.
Which, actually, brings me to the only downside of SpyPrivate.

 

 

Time and Energy Required

It may require a little bit more patience to use this site over a traditional adult camming site. What I mean by this is that
it is far from instantaneous. Whether or not you even end up seeing a show depends on many things: if she is online
when you are, if she accepts your Skype chat request (a few that I messaged did not), if she is into the same things as
you, and if she is willing to do what you want her to (many models like to find this info out upfront).

 

 

So, do not, by any means, go to SkyPrivate all hard as a rock and expect to be jerking it to hot chicks on Skype
immediately… chances are it will take a bit of time to find a girl you like who also wants to do what you want her to.
The upside to this, however, is that there is the potential to build a real relationship with your girls.

 

The connection is one of the major selling points for SkyPrivate; a lot of these girls are actually looking for someone to
be a sort of online sugar daddy. At the very least, many of them are looking for the potential of something ongoing, I
think. There are still plenty of sluts waiting to virtually suck your dick and be done with it, sure, but they might just be a
little harder to come by than on a normal cam site, so I would keep that in mind.

 

All in all, I love this site. What an innovative spin on an already great online model. I highly recommend it to anyone
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who likes interacting with real sexy chicks, and who doesn’t love that?
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